Family

SessionGuide

GETTING STARTED

PLANNING YOUR TIME

I’m so excited for your upcoming family session! I want
you to know that I’m honored to be your photographer and
humbled that you’ve trusted me with the responsibility
of helping you create memories you’ll look back on and
cherish for a lifetime.

When you’re planning “getting ready” time before your
session (scheduling your hair, make-up, etc.), please give
yourself a lot more time than you think you’ll need. Make
sure to account for things like traffic, getting lost, and
parking so that you can prevent unnecessary stress, arrive
a few minutes early to your session and be ready to start on
time. We’re only able to shoot when light is still in the sky,
so we’ll want to take advantage of every minute we have
together before the sun goes down!

My goal is simple: for your session to be as fun and stressfree as possible! That’s why I’ve created this guide just for
you! The following pages will help you get the absolute
most out of your photos. By the time you’ve read through
it, you’ll have all of your questions answered and feel
ready and prepared for your session!
This guide is packed with my best tips, tricks, and insider
secrets for scheduling and styling your portrait session
–– and everything in between. Your only job is to be
yourself, laugh a lot, have fun, and let me do the rest! I
can’t wait to get you in front of my camera, and I’m so
excited to see you soon!

As you begin planning for your upcoming session, my
most significant piece of advice is to
Go Pro: Hair & Makeup.
Professional hair and make-up is on the top of most of my
clients’ portrait session checklists because it looks fantastic on camera and removes the stress of getting ready
on your own. You’ll have these photos forever, so this is
the time to pamper yourself! So I have created a list of my
most trusted stylists. These ladies are also small business
owners, so I know your business will mean a lot of them &
they will make sure you look FABULOUS!
** Best part - tell them, Samantha, with Lou Lou’s
Photography, sent you for some bonus brownie points! **

loulous.photography

Lou Lou’s Photography

HAIR & MAKEUP
1. CURLY HAIR: I don’t know about you, but finding a hairstylist
that specializes in curly hair is a STRUGGLE. I’ve got news for you
- Fargo has been blessed with one of the best curly hair stylists.
Even if you don’t have naturally curly hair, I still suggest Olivia
with as she will ensure that you feel radiant! Olivia would be
an excellent addition to your wedding day for all of your hair &
make-up needs!
Message Olivia Here: Hair & Make-Up by Olivia
2. BLONDE HAIR & EXTENSIONS: Finding a hairstylist that has
perfected the blonde tones is HARD! It took me many different
stylists, but I found the one! Miss Katie at KS Hair Studio in
West Fargo will ensure that you’re looking radiant. Along with
perfecting the blonde tones, Katie also does hand-tied hair
extensions and airbrushed make-up. Katie would be a perfect fit
for your wedding day!
Contact Katie Here: KS Hair Studio

GLASSES
Visit your optometrist to get a pair of empty frames or have them
remove your lenses for you to avoid glare. I do my best to avoid glare,
but at times it is inevitable.

NAILS
Make sure fingernails and toenails are manicured. Details matter! And
chipped nail polish will show in the final images. Opt for neutral tones
or get a french manicure. Bright colors and crazy patterns will be
distracting in your photographs.

GROOMING
It happens. We’re rushing. We forget. But this is your gentle
reminder to please not forget on this one day to shave!!
Legs, under your arms . . . especially if you are wearing a tank or
sleeveless dress.
Guys, no 5 o’clock shadows for you – unless that is your favorite
look.

STYLING YOUR SESSION WITH PROPS
If you want your portrait session images to look and feel a little
more editorial, I recommend bringing a few small, simple props
with you, like fresh flowers to hold or a blanket to sit on. If this
session is also a maternity session, you could bring an ultrasound
photo, pair of baby shoes & a custom sign to add to your session as
well. Props aren’t a must by any means. Some of my clients pick
one or two items to bring. Others stick with just their outfits ––
and that’s great, too! The most important things you need to bring
to your session are love and laughter. I will take care of the rest.

HOW TO MIX ALL THE COLORS

MIXING UP THE PIECES

The goal for coordinating a family’s outfits is to visually
break up the colors and shades so that your not all wearing
the same color on top and bottom (like everyone in blue
jeans with white shirts). The more you can mix it up, the
better!

If you have multiple children, don’t feel like you need to
put them all in the same type of outfit. For example, if one
of your daughters wears a dress and flats, the other can
wear a skirt and boots, if that’s more of her style. If one of
your sons wears a bowtie, the other can wear suspenders.
Mixing up the wardrobe pieces will bring even more
visual interest to the photos.

I encourage you to think about planning each outfit with
“dominant colors” and “accent colors” in mind. A dominant
color is the color that you see the most in an outfit, while
an accent has a smaller piece of visual real estate. When
you’re planning each family member’s outfit, if you can
aim for each person to have a different dominant color,
and then tie in and vary the accent colors, it’ll look great
all together.
For example, if you’re wearing a blush dress, soft blue
earrings and nude heels (blush being your dominant
color), then your spouse could wear a navy coat with a
white button-down and gray pants, paired with brown
leather shoes and maybe even a blush pocket square
(making navy his dominant color). Your daughter could
wear a soft blue top with a white tulle skirt (making a soft
blue her dominant color) while your son could wear light
beige pants with navy suspenders and a white buttondown (making white his dominant color). Now each
person has their dominant color while still incorporating
a few touches of the other colors that will pull all the looks
together. This will visually break up all the colors and
highlight each person and their personality.
Most of my moms choose their dress first and then build
the rest of the family’s outfits based on that.

COORDINATING THE LOOKS
As you’re coordinating your outfit with your family, keep
in mind that your outfits will look the most cohesive
on camera when the color palette and wardrobe pieces
coordinate, but don’t actually “match.” I recommend that
you avoid thinking about “matching,” and instead think
about what “fits” together. This will create more visual
interest and allow each personality to shine through.

PREPPING YOUR LITTLE ONES
Setting expectations before your session is the key to great
photos and happy kids.
Before your session, pack a bag with water and your kids’
favorite snacks. If they’re too young to follow directions,
bring any objects that you think might help me get their
attention (like small toys or stuffed animals) when it’s
time for them to look at the camera.
If your little ones are old enough to understand you, it’s a
good idea to prepare them for what’s to come before the
session starts. Explain how much the photos mean to you,
so they know to be on their best behavior. A lot of families
pick something fun to do –– as a treat after the session
–– if their kiddos are good listeners. Like dinner at their
favorite pizza place or an ice cream cone!
It also helps if your kids’ bellies are full, and they’ve had
some good rest before the session. After you do your best
to prepare them, give yourself (and them) some grace! I
have a lot of experience working with kids, so if they’re
“in a mood” or aren’t cooperating perfectly for some
reason, rest assured that we’re not judging you (or them).
I’ve seen it all and know how to get great photos no matter
what! My goal is to make this as fun and stress-free as it
possibly can be for you and your family! This season of
life feels long right now, but in the grand scheme of things,
it’s short. So even if things don’t go exactly as planned or
as you’d hoped in terms of your kids’ behavior, one day,
you’ll be so glad you took these photos.

style tips
FOR HER

DRESS IT UP
Have you been eyeing a gorgeous dress, but just never
had an occasion for it? This is your chance to do it up!
Remember: there’s no such thing as “too dressed up”
when it comes to your session, so don’t be afraid to have
some fun!

SAY YES TO THE DRESS
There’s nothing more romantic than a long, flowy
dress. Dresses and skirts tend to look most stunning on
camera because they flatter the female body — which is
probably why the red carpet is always full of so many
dresses! I recommend choosing long, flowy dresses or
skirts because they’re flattering on all body types, look
amazing on camera and bring extra movement and
dimension to your photos. If dresses and skirts are not
your thing – say yes to a pantsuit or a nice pair of jeans. I
highly recommend avoiding shorts for your session - you
won’t regret it!

DOES YOUR PACKAGE INCLUDE
MORE THAN ONE OUTFIT?
If you decide to utilize the second outfit option, keep the
second outfit more casual. If you have a favorite sports
team wear some of their gear, pull out your beloved
harry potter sweaters – lets rock it. The possibilities are
endless!
Whichever you choose, make sure it’s something that
can be easily changed into at our chosen location (think
back seat of a car…)
If you’re having a hard time making up your mind, feel
free to shoot me an email with pictures! I’d be happy
to help you narrow down your options or give you my
opinion about what will look best on camera!

CHOOSING COLORS
When choosing colors for your outfits, I recommend
selecting lighter, neutral tones and more muted shades.
Bright, bold, or neon colors are distracting and take the
focus away from where it should be: you. You can never
go wrong with light neutral colors like cream, taupe,
camel, or light gray. The camera loves shades of soft pinks
and muted blues, mixed with sophisticated light-colored
neutrals. That more delicate, more pastel-leaning color
palette fits beautifully into almost all natural outdoor
environments!

FLATTERING YOUR FEATURES
In my experience, every woman (regardless of her size or
shape) has an area of her body that she’s self-conscious
about. Recognizing the areas you’re self-conscious about
when selecting your outfits is critical. Choosing flattering
silhouettes and colors that complement your natural
features is the best way to ensure you’ll love the way you
look in your photos. Three-quarter length sleeves create
an excellent slimming effect on all arms, so be on the
lookout for an option with a longer length sleeve. If your
dress has shorter sleeves (or no sleeves), consider bringing
a cute jacket, blazer, cardigan or pashmina to incorporate
into your look. Skinny straps or strapless dresses have the
opposite effect on arms on camera. For most women, thin
straps make arms look BIGGER. So I recommend avoiding
those whenever possible if your goal is slimmer-looking
arms. If it’s colder outside, I suggest bringing a warm coat
(the longer, the better!) to wear when we’re not shooting,
so you don’t freeze in your dress.
For shoes, keep in mind that heels elongate women’s legs
and force constant tension in the calves –– which makes
them look more toned. Closed-toes heels, in particular,
look great on camera because they carry out the line of
your leg down to your toe. You can never go wrong with a
pair of neutral pumps! If your toes are showing in a peeptoe heel, you might want to schedule a pedicure before
your session, so you don’t regret letting your toes show.
Lastly, make sure to bring a pair of flats to wear when
moving from place to place. Your feet will thank you later!

fashion tips
FOR HIM

TOPS AND BOTTOMS
The same way that a dress is the most flattering silhouette
for the female body, a blazer, sport coat or suit jacket has
the same flattering effect for men. You can’t go wrong
with a dress shirt, slacks, and a blazer, or a well-tailored
suit.
For colors, I recommend neutrals and soft, warm tones.
When selecting your pieces, I recommend choosing a
different “weight” for the pants and coat. So, for example,
navy pants (darker) and a heather gray coat (lighter). Or
gray pants (darker) with a soft powder blue shirt (lighter).

LAYERED LOOKS
The next time you walk by a store like J. Crew or the
Banana Republic, you’ll notice the male mannequins
and models are always wearing several layers at once.
Layers on men look great on camera, so even when it’s
hot outside, it’s worth an hour or two of discomfort for
photos that will last you both a lifetime. Adding extra
layers will bring added dimension and visual interest to
your photos. If the temperature permits, you could even
consider adding a v-neck sweater with a pop of color
from a long-sleeved collared shirt and tie underneath.
Don’t be afraid to get a little creative with layers!

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS
Long pants and closed-toed shoes are the most
sophisticated and masculine looks for men. They draw
attention away from your legs and feet and place it
where you want it: on the face. So, for your session, it’s
best to leave the shorts and sandals at home.
Suit pants, dress pants, or colored pants work best.
Brown leather dress shoes compliment almost every
look, whether you’re wearing a full suit, or a blazer and
colored pants. Ties, bowties, pocket squares, colored
socks, belts, tie clips, suspenders, vests, and watches are
sharp compliments to any suit.
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WHAT IF IT RAINS?
As much as I would like to control the weather, I haven’t
figured it out just yet! I do watch the weather closely if
things look iffy. So we will stay in close contact if there
is more than a 50% chance of rain. I have made final
judgment calls early the morning of the session because
things can change so quickly. If we do get rained out, I
will re-schedule your session for another day/time.

WHAT ABOUT BLEMISHES?
Do not worry! Almost everyone has days with less
than perfect skin. This is another reason to contact
professional make-up artists!

CAN I TAKE BTS PICTURES
ON MY PHONE?
Ok, here are the do’s & don’ts of BTS images. Take them if
you want to remember the day. I don’t blame you! I would
want the same for my child.
Here are a few things I ask of you:
• Take them of the whole scene, not just of your child
after I have them posed and lit. That’s what you hired
me for and I promise I will get that shot for you.
• Shoot from the side, not from behind me.
• Stay back and try not to distract your children, delay
the process or disrupt the flow of the session.
• Rest assured that you will have beautiful images :)

